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Dear Doctor,	
!
YOU are such an important part of God’s big story in our generation! YOU are on the front lines of making a 
difference in the lives of young moms and the lives of the next generation!!!
That’s why I’m reaching out to you and introducing you to The MOM Initiative - because we are in this 
together - we are on the same team - and I’m hoping we can link hearts and hands to reach out to moms in 
communities across the country by offering a way to take them beyond the birth of their child and into their journey 
as a mom - a way for you to extend your ministry as a doctor beyond the office and into their homes.!!
The MOM Initiative is a ministry that was created to help you minister to moms in your church, in your community 
and across the world through the power of missional mentoring.!!
I’m not sure if you’ve ever heard about missional mentoring, but we discovered that if 3 women in 1/2 of the 
churches in the United States would mentor just 3 moms, we could literally impact a MILLION MOMS for 
CHRIST - and that would mean we would also impact over 2.5 MILLION CHILDREN as a result!!!
Because moms mold the heart of the next generation, we can influence our communities and this culture for Christ 
through the power of missional mentoring and YOU CAN BE PART of the REVOLUTION of doctors, ministry 
leaders and missionaries around the world who are making a huge difference by mentoring moms.!!
You see, we live in a world where children are at risk… where over 50% of children are being raised in 
single parent homes… where moms need help like never before. And if we reach out to the moms of this 
generation, we can reach the heart of the next generation. And if it’s true that the hand that rocks the cradle 
rules the world-then the church that mentors those hands will win it.!!
As a doctor, you can extend your impact beyond the office in three powerful ways…!
1. You can introduce your patients to a local MOM Group and there she will be mentored and encouraged.!
2. You can hold a MOM Group in your office on a specific day and have a local MOM come in to mentor moms.!
3. You can give your patients The Making of a Mom to help them navigate motherhood well.!!
Moms mold the heart of the next generation - and you are a powerful influence in the lives of young moms and we 
are excited about working with you to change the world one mom at a time!!!
Included, is our premier all-in-one resource, The Making of a Mom, along with information that can help you begin 
mentoring moms of ALL ages and stages through what we call, MOM Groups.!!
We make it easy for you to expand your impact in a young mom’s life and the life of her 
children, and we are here to help you in any way we can!!!
Will you take a few minutes and review the book and material enclosed and contact me if 
you have any questions or if you’d like to know more about how to contact or begin a 
MOM Group in your office, or how you can purchase The Making of a Mom at a reduced 
price so you can make an eternal investment in the parenting process of your patients 
and the children they are raising? I’m also available to speak to your staff or ministry 
team. (My cell number is 904.343.7400)!!
Eternally His,!
Stephanie Shott!
Phil 3:7-14!
Founder and President, The M.O.M. Initiative 
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